U channel beam is a kind of low height bridge. The application of concrete U channel beam is wide in highway and urban bridge. In general, it is composed of concrete and steel and compared with mechanical analysis, little research has been carried on the back analysis model of elastic modulus of U channel beam. With degraded solid element theory, the shell element is deduced and the displacement function is obtained. The necessary observation revision equation and Kalman regenerative matrix are derived. The Kalman filtering back analysis model steps of elastic modulus of the U channel beam are presented and the analytical procedure is compiled. Through analysis of a classic example, some important conclusions about filtering back analysis model of elastic modulus of U channel beam are obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Prestressed concrete U channel continuous rigid frame bridge is a kind of highway concrete bridge and compared with concrete box girder bridge and T girder bridge, it has such advantages: low height, good safety performance and low noise. At present, a lot of U channel beams are utilized in railway and urban railway bridges [1] [2] [3] . Initial research about concrete U channel beam starts in the middle of _______________________ the 20th century, In 1952, the first railway U channel girder bridge in the world, which was called Luo Shener khan bridge, was built in the British. And then this kind of U channel beam was used in the railway bridge in Japan, West Germany and Australia in succession [4] [5] [6] . For a long time, emphasis has been put on mechanical analysis of the U channel beam. Some computational codes besides general FEM software have solved it well. During these methods, some research results have proved that layered shell element method is efficient and reliable. Among the available identification methods, Kalman filtering method is perfect for the merit that it can automatically search the optimal solution through filtering analysis and the error function is without employment. Thus, the present study is to carry out the Kalman filtering of elastic modulus of the U channel beam in detail.
KALMAN FILTERING THEORY
In this paper, the Kalman filtering theory is referred to the extended Kalman filtering theory. The filtering equations for U channel beam are derived and achieved:
are respectively the i th filtering value and the i th predicting value of elastic modulus E . i U and * i U are respectively the i th calculative displacement vector and the i th measured displacement vector. i P is the i th estimating error covariance matrix.
is the i th predicting error covariance matrix. i K is the i th Kalman regenerative matrix of great importance, which is expressed as:
Where i R is the measurement error covariance matrix of the thin-walled multicell box girder structure, which can be omitted or supposed to a very small value.
The sensitivity matrix is ) (
The rest equations are listed as:
Where i Q is the systematic error covariance matrix of the studied thin-walled multi-cell box girder structure.
is the i th status transferring matrix, which can be defined as unit matrix I in extended Kalman filtering identification analysis. In fact, Eq.(3) are unnecessary and without employment in this paper. And for iterative problem, the significant initial conditions must be considered as:
Where 0 E is the initial value of elastic modulus E , which can be supposed by practical engineering experiences instead of arbitrary selection. And 0 P is the initial error covariance matrix.
LAYERED SHELL ELEMENT
Degraded shell element in which the two mechanical assumptions are adopted: the normal which is perpendicular to the mid-face keeps perpendicular to the midface after deformation; the stress component perpendicular to the mid-face is zero. . The results indicate that the adopted Kalman filtering theory is feasible and reliable for the inversion analysis and the compiled analytical procedure are correct and believable. 
CONCLUSIONS
The Kalman filtering process of stochastic back analysis model of elastic modulus of the U channel beam is steadily convergent to the true values. The adopted Kalman filtering Back analysis model is correct and authentic. And the complicated error function and the optimization method are utilized in the Kalman filtering back analysis model, which proves the simplicity and practicability of the filtering method.
